All MAC1140 students need access to MyLab Math (MML) by **Thursday, January 10th at the latest**, as that is when your first MML assignment is due. Extensions will not be granted to those who miss assignment deadlines due to not having registered for MyLab Math.

**IMPORTANT:** When you first login to MyLab Math, you will be prompted to enter a **Student ID** before accessing assignments. **Enter your Canvas login for Student ID** (abc20d, the part of your FSU email before @my.fsu.edu). This ID is used to transfer your grades from MyLab Math to Canvas.

All students taking MAC1140 fall into one of the **two categories** listed below. Determine which category you fall into and follow those instructions. **Use Firefox to avoid registration issues.**

### Previously purchased MyLab Math access?

If you have taken MAC1105/MAC1114/MAC1140 in 2020 or 2021 at FSU you do NOT enter an access code.

1. Click on the Pearson **MyLab and Mastering** link in your MAC1140 site in Canvas.
2. Click on the yellow **Get Started/Open MyLab and Mastering** button.
3. **Sign-in** to your Pearson account using your login credentials (Username & Password).
4. Go to My Courses and click on MAC1140 Pre-Calculus Fall 2021. You are now ready to use MyLab Math.
5. If you have taken one of these courses (MAC1105/MAC1114/MAC1140) at FSU you WILL see the Access Code charge on your FSU account, however it will fall off automatically after drop/add. If you want to see it drop off your account sooner rather than waiting for it to automatically drop off, you can go into the Follett Access Portal and click Opt Out. Portal link: [https://includedcp.follett.com/optin/0208](https://includedcp.follett.com/optin/0208)

### Registering in MyLab Math for the first time?

You need an access code to get started in MyLab Math. The access code is emailed to your FSU email once you’ve registered in MAC1140. Your FSU Account will be charged. To Register for MyLab Math:

1. Click on the Pearson **MyLab and Mastering** link in your Canvas course site.
2. Click on the yellow, **Get Started/Open MyLab and Mastering** button.
3. **Sign in or Create** a Pearson account. Record your login information somewhere.
   a. Do you already have a Pearson account at FSU for another course? Sign in with your Username and Password.
   b. **Create** a Pearson account using your FSU email for Username.
4. Enter the access code that was emailed to you.
   a. Search your FSU inbox with the word “digital” if you can’t find it.
   b. Subject line is “Digital Material for MAC1140 has arrived”
   c. Enter six letters in the first box then 5-letter groups in the remaining boxes.
   d. The access code will be charged to your FSU Account.
   e. Students who recently added into the class may not have received their access code yet. It can take up to 72-hours to receive the code. Look at the bottom of the Enter Access Code page for the link “Temporary Access for 14 days”. Update to full access once you receive your access code.
5. Go to My Courses and click on MAC1140, Pre-Calculus, Spring 2022. You are now ready to use MyLab Math.
   a. Students do not need to access the Opt-Out portal unless they want to purchase access to MML at the FSU bookstore for a higher price.
   b. Portal link to opt-out: [https://includedcp.follett.com/optin/0208](https://includedcp.follett.com/optin/0208)